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1 September 2020         

Hannah Hopper 

Adviser Wholesale Markets 

Electricity Authority 

By email to WMID@ea.govt.nz       

Dear Hannah 

Review of Thermal Fuel Information Disclosure—Consultation Paper  

1. This is a submission by the Major Electricity Users’ Group (MEUG) on the Electricity 

Authority consultation paper “Wholesale market information disclosure, Review of 

Thermal Fuel Information Disclosure” published 21st July 2020.1   

2. MEUG members have been consulted in the preparation of this submission.  This 

submission is not confidential.  Several members intend making submissions. 

3. MEUG members have appreciated the opportunity to meet with Authority staff and 

advisors to the Authority on this important workstream.  Those meetings and the advice 

we received have assisted MEUG prepare this submission and how if and how we should 

engage with parallel workstreams by the Gas Industry Company and MBIE (in relation to 

changes to the Gas Act) to improve thermal fuel information disclosure. 

4. The electricity and gas sectors has voluntarily and with the facilitation of the GIC, 

Authority and MBIE improved the quality and timeliness of thermal fuel outage 

information available to market participants since the catastrophic events in the electricity 

and gas markets in spring 2018 that led to MEUG and the Major Gas Users’ Group (MGUG) 

writing to MBIE in December 20182.  We mention that correspondence because the 

alignment and integration of information flows between the electricity and gas markets 

remains, in our view, only part of the overlap in governance and regulatory frameworks 

between those markets that could be jointly improved in terms of security of supply and 

affordability for the long-term benefit of electricity and gas consumers.   

5. Given the improvement in gas supply outage information, the policy issue is what is left to 

improve in the gas market that can be achieved at relatively low cost but with a high 

probability of high benefits?  MEUG has adopted that measure in considering the 

proposed four initiatives in the paper.  MEUG’s views follow: 

 
1  URL https://www.ea.govt.nz/dmsdocument/27060-wholesale-market-information-disclosure-consultation-paper at 

https://www.ea.govt.nz/development/work-programme/risk-management/wholesale-market-information-
disclosure/consultation/#c18525. 

2  MEUG and MGUG joint letter of 14th December 2018 URL at  http://www.meug.co.nz/node/969 and MBIE reply of 
21st December 2018 at  http://www.meug.co.nz/node/973.  Copies are appended to this submission. 
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a) Making a Code amendment mandating quarterly reporting of disclosure activities 

and annual certification by some participants is in MEUG’s view a higher cost option 

compared to the alternative of: 

• The Authority facilitating awareness by participants of their obligations.  The 

Authority proposes this in any case, see b) below. 

• Improving monitoring by the Authority and if needed pro-actively pursue 

code breach claims to reinforce to all participants Code obligations are not 

voluntary.   

The proposal will add compliance costs onto certain participants including 

participants that are already compliant.  To change the behaviour of currently 

non-compliant participants the lower cost option is that they are targeted by 

the Authority.  That creates the best suite of incentives on non-compliant 

parties to lift their game and the Authority to target its resources to ensure 

compliance than rely on penalising everybody with additional compliance 

costs in the hope that will lower the workload to the Authority.      

Therefore, MEUG does not support the proposal to making a Code amendment 

mandating quarterly reporting of disclosure activities and annual certification by 

some participants. 

b) MEUG agrees with the proposal to update the disclosure guidelines to provide 

greater clarity regarding disclosure obligations and reflect recent developments. 

c) MEUG agrees with the proposal to raise awareness of existing disclosures e.g., via a 

disclosure reference webpage which links to published information.  

d) MEUG agrees with the proposal to clarify where parties should disclose information 

about their availability being impacted by a fuel constraint e.g., via a centralised 

website such as WITS.  MEUG notes WITS is one of many options to consider.    

This work should commence as soon as possible.  The scope of this work should be 

wider than just managing information flows.  It should consider the needs of the 

System Operator managing security of supply because there may be governance 

and operational co-benefits to gas and electricity consumers.  Hence our view set 

out in paragraph 4 beforehand that policy makers should be mindful of broader 

opportunities for improving the gas and electricity markets. 

e) The quality of disclosure of the spot price of gas in Table 1, p20, is considered 

“Information disclosure somewhat satisfies qualifier, improvements may be 

merited.”  MEUG recommends this should be a priority topic for the second phase 

of the EA work along with facilitating publicly accessible longer-term future curve or 

similar for gas prices, i.e. work on thermal price information needs to continue.   

Yours sincerely 

 
Ralph Matthes 
Executive Director 










